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Abstract

In this paper a new technique is presented for detecting mul�
tiple outliers in regression datasets using genetic algorithms	
Each dataset contained known outliers and the genetic algo�
rithm implementation was exceptionally accurate in detect�
ing these outliers in all of the datasets tested	

The genetic algorithm is an optimization technique based
on various biological principles	 It is capable of searching for
global optima among a vast number of choices	 By intelligent
but somewhat random generation of subsets of data� poten�
tial sets of outliers are identi�ed by minimizing the residual
sum of squares produced by the least squares method	 Rel�
ative improvements across the outlier sets are then analyzed
to determine which sets are indeed outlying	

Introduction

Finding a solution to most combinatorial optimization prob�
lems requires an organized search through the problem
space	 An unguided search is extremely ine�cient since
many of these problems have huge search spaces	 The ge�
netic algorithm� however� provides an alternative approach
to such global optimization problems	

In this paper we investigate genetic algorithms for detect�
ing multiple outliers in regression datasets	 The rest of the
paper is presented as follows	 In Section � we review the
outlier problem	 In Section 
 the fundamentals of genetic
algorithms are reviewed	 In Section  a genetic algorithm
for the detection of outliers is described	 Results are given
in Section �� and conclusions and future research issues are
given in Section �	

Outliers

Researchers are accustomed to inexactness in physical mea�
surements and have developed statistical methods to help
������
� Research partially supported by OCAST Grant AR����
and Sun Microsystems� Inc	

deal with error	 Outlier detection and rejection is a sta�
tistical method for dealing with relatively large errors that
overwhelm more delicate analysis	

Outliers often arise because some process outside the scope
of the original study becomes important	 Data entry error
is an example of an error source that is usually considered
by the outlier model	 But human mistakes are not the only
source of outliers	 Physical processes such as earthquakes�
cosmic ray showers� lightning� rain� and wind may cause
occasional �uctuations in data	

Least sum of squares� or more commonly least squares� is a
regression technique used to estimate a line �or hyperplane�
�t to a set of data	 As an illustration� consider a dataset
consisting of �x�y� pairs	 X is called the explanatory variable
and y is called the response variable	 Since the data we will
be looking at has only one response variable� we will use the
convenient geometric analogy of dimension to refer to our
datasets	 In general� an n�dimensional dataset is one that
contains n�� explanatory variables and � response variable	
We will likewise refer to a single observation in the data as
a point	

Least squares regression constructs a line through regression
data in such a way that the sum of the squared residuals
�distances from each point to the line in the y direction�
is minimized	 For the ��dimensional case� the data can be
plotted and the outliers can often be located by sight	 Multi�
variate data involves multiple explanatory variables� making
the analysis much more visually complex	 We will refer to
multivariate data as multidimensional	

As an example� consider the Hertzsprung�Russell diagram
of the CYG OB� star cluster� a dataset taken from the �eld
of astronomy ����	 For reference� we will call this the CYG
dataset	 The data is taken from � stars in the direction
of Cygnus	 X is the log of the e�ective temperature at the
surface of the star� and y is the log of its light intensity	
Figure � shows a plot of this dataset �note that the x axis is
plotted in reverse�	

Notice the  points in the upper right corner of the plot	
These points correspond to giant stars whose measurements
do not correlate linearly with those of the other stars	 These
 points are considered to be outliers	 Notice also the least
squares line constructed with the  points included �LS�� as
opposed to the least squares line constructed without the

 points �cLS�	 Clearly� least squares can be strongly in�u�
enced by outliers and could potentially mislead a researcher
in interpreting data	 However� least squares would be an op�
timal technique if you knew which data points were outliers

and which were not	 Note how the line cLS in Figure � is a
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Figure �	 Hertzsprung
Russell diagram for CYG OB� star cluster

good �t for the CYG dataset	

To illustrate� consider a dataset P of size n which consists of
two subpopulations� G and E	 We refer to subpopulation G
as the data points sampled from a �Good� population �non�
outlying points�� and subpopulation E as the data points
sampled from an �Error� population �the outliers�	 While
least squares regression applied to P � or LSP � does a poor
job of helping us locate outliers� LSG gives us enough infor�
mation to detect the points in E	

Isolating G� of course� is the goal of detecting outliers� so
this may at �rst sound like we are placing the answer be�
fore the solution� But this analysis gives us some important
insight into the problem	 As is often the case with genetic
algorithms� we need to remove many of the often�applied
heuristics to get down to the basic problem	 We will thus
consider the brute force approach to outlier detection	

The major unknowns are� how many outliers exist �i	e	� what
is jEj�� and which points are in G� The brute force approach
considers all possible subsets of P to be candidates for E	
One could run least squares regression on all possible sets E
�i	e	� P � E� where E contains only � point� and keep the
best �t �the smallest sum of squared residuals�	 Then repeat
this where E contains � points and keep the best �t	 Then
repeat this for E containing 
 points� and so on up to half
of the dataset	 A more formal algorithm follows	

Given G � P � E � P � and G � E � P � we can search for i
outliers by constructing Si �where Si � P and jSij � n� i�
using�

for i � � to k �where � � k � bn� c�
Gi � fSijminSi�P �LSSi �g

That is� Gi is the Si � P that minimizes the summed
squared residuals over all possible sets of i outliers	

For each i� there are
�
n

i

�
possible ways to form Si	 In fact�

overall there are

kX
i��

�
n

i

�

possible ways to form S� � � � Sk 	 It is virtually impossible to
evaluate these sets for large n	 For example� with n � ���
and k � ��� the number of combinations is around �����
which is intractable on even the fastest supercomputers	

The goal of this analysis is to �nd a function f�P� i� � Gi

that would enable us to compute a list of the sum of squared
residuals for each i such that ri � LSf�P�i� �i	e	� ri � LSGi �	
As i increases� ri steadily decreases �unless we have an exact
�t scenario where the residual becomes zero� meaning that
all of the remaining points are exactly on the least squares
line�	 The amount of decrease in the ri will help us determine
if a particular set Gi is outlying	 Note that we de�ne the
special case of i � � to refer to the entire dataset �e	g	� �
outliers�	 Thus� f�P��� � P and r� � LSf�P��� � LSP 	

To accomplish this we can compare the residual for Gi to
that of Gi��	 If Gi is in fact G� then the di�erence between
ri and ri�� will be relatively high	 Scaling this di�erence
by r� produces an estimate for the relative in�uence of Gi	
Computing this measure for all i results in a list of these
relative in�uences	 Actual outlier sets can then be detected
at points where the in�uence drops o� very sharply or is very
high �i	e	� relatively close to ��	 Our formula for this is

�ri�� � ri��r�

for i � � � � � bn� c	

The above analysis can tend to mask outlier subsets of lesser
in�uence� since changes generally become smaller as i in�
creases	 Further information can be gained by using the
formula

�ri�� � ri��rj



for i � � � � � bn� c and j � � � � � i � �	 As j increases� rj de�
creases� thus amplifying the smaller changes in the residuals	
This is helpful when determining secondary outlier subsets	
We will show some example uses of this technique in the
results section	

Genetic Algorithms

The genetic algorithm �GA� is a robust search and optimiza�
tion technique based on the principles of natural genetics
and survival of the �ttest	 Genetic algorithms use the laws
of natural selection and genetics to guide a nondeterministic
search	

There are several genetic algorithm packages that have been
made available to researchers over the past several years	 We
have implemented our genetic algorithm for outlier detection
using LibGA ���	 For the interested reader� Davis� Goldberg
and others provide an excellent in�depth study of genetic
algorithms ��� �� �� ���	 Furthermore� several researchers
have investigated the bene�ts of solving combinatorial opti�
mization problems using sequential and parallel genetic al�
gorithms ��� �� ��� �
� �� ���	 It is assumed that the reader
is familiar with the fundamental concepts of genetic algo�
rithms	

A Genetic Algorithm for Detect�

ing Outliers

The �rst steps toward constructing a genetic algorithm for
outlier detection are de�ning the encoding of the chromo�
some ��nding a good representation for E�� the evaluation
function �computing LSP�E�� and the recombination oper�
ators	 Consider a dataset of n � �� points where we suspect
the presence of k � � outliers	 A simple encoding of the
problem into a chromosome is to use a string of �� bits� where
each bit is associated uniquely with a single data point	 A
one bit means the data point is used� while a zero bit means
the data point is not used	 Thus in order to detect the pres�
ence of � outliers in the dataset� each string of �� bits must
have exactly � zero bits� and �� one bits	

A more compact version �in this case� compactness equates
to faster execution� is to use a list of integers corresponding
to the outlier set	 In the above example� when testing for �
outliers� we would have a chromosome consisting of � inte�
gers� each corresponding to a data point to be considered as
an outlier	

An initial population of chromosomes is generated randomly
such that each chromosome has exactly � unique integers �in
the range � � � � n� ��	 The evaluation function is simply the
least squares �t of the �� remaining data points involved �or
n� k where k is the number of outliers being considered�	

A recombination operator is applied to the ��ttest� chro�
mosomes in such a way that the genetic material of each
chromosome is passed on to the children	 In addition the
recombination operator must make sure that the resulting
string after crossover contains no duplicate values	 One way
to do this is to exchange two randomly chosen values from
a chromosome �
�	 Occasionally a mutation operator is ap�

plied� which in this case is simply another application of the
recombination operator	

This technique is called asexual� or one�parent� crossover
�which some will argue is no crossover at all� but rather a
mutation��	 A variant of two�parent uniform order�based
crossover �UOX� produces superior results ���	 At each po�
sition in the string� a value is randomly chosen from one of
the two parents to form the new children	 If duplicate values
result� they must be removed by selecting a random value
outside the current outlier set	 This is a major change from
our earliest implementation of this algorithm ��	

We found that sorted chromosomes produced the best re�
sults	 In other words� the list of values in a chromosome
is kept in sorted order	 The sorted chromosome version
found the optimal values more often and with less iterations	
Sorted chromosomes were also helpful in changing our in�
sertion algorithm to disallow duplicate chromosomes in the
population	 Again� this change produced superior results	

The end result of this algorithm will tell us which � points
to remove in order to produce the best least squares �t of
�� points	 In order to detect any outliers� this process must
be repeated for k � � to perhaps as high as bn

� c	 Analysis
of each of these results will determine if outliers are indeed
present and how many	 Note that this algorithm is precisely
the f function described in Section �	

The evaluation function needs to be fast at processing a
chromosome	 Recomputing a least squares �t from scratch
every time is wasteful	 Certain information can be kept after
initialization that will make this process faster	 Using a
simple least squares technique� the evaluation function can
take advantage of a precomputed matrix of sums	

The data points are represented by the overdetermined sys�
tem y � X� � �� where y is the n vector of dependent vari�
ables� X is the n�p�� matrix of p�� independent variables�
� is the p� � vector of coe�cients� and � is the n vector of
independent errors	 Taking �y � y � �� a least squares so�
lution to the system is XTX� � XT �y� which results in a
matrix of sums ���	 Initially� these sums are computed for
the entire dataset and stored in a master matrix	 To calcu�
late the residual for a particular chromosome� the sums are
copied into a workspace and then reduced by the impact of
each point to be thrown out �i	e	� each point that is a poten�
tial outlier according to the chromosome being evaluated�	
Since XTX is a symmetric system� this work is nearly cut
in half	 After this has been done to all of the points be�
ing removed� the system is solved using symmetric Gaussian
elimination and back substitution	 Based on the resulting
vector� a residual is calculated and returned as the �tness
for the chromosome under evaluation	

Results

There are two parts to our analysis	 First� how often did
the GA select the best potential outlier sets� Second� how
well did our heuristic perform in selecting the correct set of
outliers given all sets under consideration� We will begin by
looking at the test data used� the GA parameters used for
testing� and then we will address the above questions	



Test Data

We ran tests on �� di�erent datasets	 We selected three
of these datasets to illustrate our results	 First� the CYG
dataset described earlier	 Two other datasets we will discuss
are called Belgium and Wood	 Details of all three datasets
can be found in Robust Regression � Outlier Detection by
Rousseeuw and Leroy ����	

The Belgium dataset comes from the Belgian Statistical Sur�
vey �published by the Ministry of Economy�	 This dataset
plots the number of international phone calls from Belgium
in the years ��������
	 This � point� ��dimensional dataset
contains � de�nite outliers� with an additional � points that
could also possibly be considered as outliers	

The Wood dataset is a �� point� ��dimensional dataset con�
taining  arti�cially introduced outliers	 Space limitations
do not permit us to go into detail on the other �
 datasets�
but we can report that our GA was successful in detecting
all of the outliers in these datasets as well	

GA Parameters

The GA was run on each dataset ��� times with di�erent
random seeds	 Statistics were gathered on the GA s success
rate in selecting the outlier sets	 The parameters used for the
GA tests were� representation � integers� string length � k�
for k � � � � � bn� c� population size � ��� selection bias � �	��
mutation rate � �	��� and maximum number of iterations �
�����	

The Wood dataset� being ��dimensional and thus more com�
plex� required a population size of ��� and a maximum num�
ber of iterations of �����	

Selecting Potential Outlier Sets

Of primary importance is the ability of the GA to select
the proper sets of potential outliers	 Speci�cally� the GA
must be able to �nd the best set of � outliers� the best
set of 
 outliers� and so on	 The GA was able to do this
with a high amount of con�dence	 Tables �� �� and 
 show
these best sets for the CYG� Belgium� and Wood datasets�
respectively	 The average number of iterations required to
�nd the correct set for each k outlier test is shown under
heading �average ! iters�� the minimum residual �from least
squares� found is shown under �minimum residual�� and the
percentage of time �across the ��� trials with di�erent ran�
dom seeds� the minimum residual was found is under head�
ing �" min found�	

From Table � we can see that the best set of  outliers was
found ��" of the time for the CYG dataset	 In other words�
we ran ��� tests with di�erent random seeds and �� of those
tests resulted in the correct set of  outliers	 We select  here
because that happens to be the exact number of outliers in
the CYG dataset	 Thus we must run the GA with at least �
di�erent random seeds to be ��" certain of success	 On most
of the other datasets we registered closer to a ���" success
rate� with the rate decreasing gradually as we increased the
number of outliers under consideration	 This is an expected
result related to the exponential increase in the search space	
The exception was the multi�dimensional Wood dataset	 It
is more complex than the other datasets and required more
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Table �	 GA results for CYG data
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Table �	 GA results for Belgium data
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Figure �	 Primary Outliers

iterations and larger pool sizes to converge properly	 Even
so� we only found the optimal value ��" of the time	 To be
��" certain of �nding the right answer �which is also the set
of  outliers� we have to run at least � tests with di�erent
random seeds	 Even so� the average number of iterations is
quite small compared to the size of the search space	

Locating the Outliers

Once the outlier sets are determined� we must then apply
our heuristics to the residuals for these sets	 Table  shows
this analysis applied to the results of the GA runs for the
Belgium dataset	 Note that d � ri�� � ri in this table	

Examine column d�r� in Table 	 The numbers decrease
dramatically between the �th and �th rows	 This indicates
� outliers	 In addition� scan the diagonal of this table and
notice the spike at row �� which is another indication of
outliers	

For secondary outlier sets� examine column d�r� in Table
	 Note the immediate drop in residual di�erences	 Move
to column d�r�	 Again notice the sharp drop after the �rst
value	 Finally� move to column d�r�	 Notice how the values
in this column are relatively �at	 These data indicate a
possible secondary outlier set of size �	

Figure � shows a composite graph of the Belgium data for
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Figure �	 Secondary Outliers

columns d�r� and the diagonal from Table 	 Note the sharp
dropo� on the line for column d�r� and the spike on the line
for the diagonal	 Both occur at � outliers	 Figure 
 shows a
composite graph for columns d�r�� d�r�� and d�r� of Table
	 Compare the sharp dropo�s in the lines corresponding to
columns d�r� and d�r� against the relative �atness of the
line for column d�r�	 These visuals make the data easier to
interpret	

Conclusions and Future Research

In this paper we present a new technique for detecting multi�
ple outliers in regression data using genetic algorithms	 Six�
teen di�erent datasets with known outliers were used to test
our GA implementation	 Each dataset contained known out�
liers� and our GA was successful in �nding the outliers in all
datasets	 The heuristics applied to the residuals of the out�
liers sets were successful in pinpointing the �true� outlier
sets	 One limiting factor in our analysis is determining the
level of con�dence for any particular dataset	 More research
is required to solve this problem	

Clearly the most signi�cant aspect of this work is that our
GA was able to select best sets of outliers from regression
data with a signi�cant level of con�dence	 Because of the
enormous size of the solution space� selection of these sets
is a problem shared by all outlier diagnostic techniques ����	
To the authors knowledge� GAs have not been applied to
this problem before	 The GA proved to be an excellent tool
for the selection of these outlier sets	
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